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OpeningEx 
LettergPn
Dear Readers,
    I am pleased to bring you the first, of many, issues 
of Splat Art Magazine. I am not really sure as to when 
this  idea of mine became concrete as a goal of mine...i’m 
not sure if it started with applying for many print and 
design jobs....or if it sta rted with the fact that I love 
magazines, especially art magazines...it was probably 
taking shape and doing some subconscious formi ng in 
my mind while driving all over ohio for the Holidays....
all i know is that it arrived on my plate as an idea one 
day about a month and a half ago and this is where we 
are today. I am sure that this will always be a continual 
work in progress...most things i start are...that’s just 
how life is though i think. this is a very good pla ce to 
start.  I am graced to have jen bellefleur’s images cov-
er the pages for the first issue and i thank her dearly 
for giving us all a glimpse into her mind and creative 
process, and i am thrilled to death to see a hairbrained 
idea or experiement...not sure which one... come to life 
and take the form of The Replaceables and their first 
chapter of existence. I also thank my mom for being a 
good sport for creating all of the puppets for the 
replaceables and for putting up with my sometimes not 
so discriptive phone call conversations after having 
another idea for a new character. anyway i’m gonna go 
and i hope you like the magazine.
 
                    
                    -floyd 2/21/11 ice storm
    

Opening Letter



The Written
Word

haiku: Michael Kocinski

Cicada imagos, just
molted, white as ghosts,
white as grandma's hair.

Her red lips: berries
the cedar waxwing never
gets to taste. 

Little brown bats
swallow lightning bugs
black out
farm yard stars. 



Word
                Grackle sheen 

       in roadside gravel,

sparrow drab there, too. 

                     The early robin

tells his dreams to God, to me,, 

the other morning birds..



http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/1466517
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Jen Bellefleur

I Could Smell Your Fear

Jen Bellefleur is one of my favorite photographers that I have come 
across while digging through the many online art galleries that have 
sprung up over the past couple of years. I was able to come across 
her work thanks to the fine people over at www.JPG Magazine, which 
we are both members of. Jen does very creative work and is not con-
strained to one specific style of photography. Jen is a storyteller. She 
creates dreamy, vintage story scenes in her body of work called “The 
Misfits”, in which she uses antique dolls and scenery to tell their sto-
ries, to 

by ryan warner



using empty Pringle’s cans and the viewfinders of old medium format 
camers to create images that tell a story in a different way than the 
prior, shooting a more classic style of photography that isn’t always so 
classic. One thing that I love about Jen’s work is the way she handles 
color and the way that she arranges her subject matter into the frame. 
She not only knows how to use her camera to create great works of art, 
but she is also blessed with inner creativity that most photographers do 
not posses.  Recently Jen allowed me to interview her about her photog-
raphy work.

How long have you been creating? Do you use any other mediums besides 
photography-poetry, painting, music, drawing?

My mother was a skilled photographer when I was little, and she taught 
me how to use a fully manual film camera, and that turned out to be 
really handy information.  But photography at that time was really 
about reproducing reality on paper with an ever increasing level of

Appliances are not gifts/the lesson



perfectionism, and I admit it didn't interest me. I'm rather 
suspicious and somewhat wary of the world, and want to see it 
differently through my work.  I painted then, I've always written 
short stories and prose, I've created all kinds of things, but a few 
years ago I stumbled back into photography and really found a place 
for my artistic energy.  I can couple images with words, and print 
them and turn them into objects if I want, and it all comes together. 
My husband Miguel (http://jpgmag.com/people/Mig7) is also an artist 
who found photography later in life, and we really enjoy it 
together.  And no, sadly, I have zero musical ability.

Rabbit Latte/For The Girl



Don’t FuckWith Me

Come Late Sunday

What kind of equipment do you use? 
Film? Digital? Adobe Photoshop? 
Darkroom?

I don’t shoot on film, actually, I’m too 
impatient and broke for film, 
although I tried Polaroiding and was 
a failure at pulling the film out



nice and straight and even.  We use Canon DSLR cameras, and some 
accessories from a lensbaby to a brass door peephole to shoot 
through. We use a number of antique cameras to shoot TTV images, 
which I’ll explain further below.  I don’t use any lighting, I enjoy 
working with available light.  Looking for light is an adventure.  I 
have never used Photoshop, but I do use a web-based photo edit-
ing software called Picnik.  I am cynical about digital editing and 
only perform certain adjustments that in my personal judgment 
do not compromise the integrity of my image.  I’ll tweak colors or 
exposure, but I won’t, for example, apply software-generated tex-
tures.  To me, that’s really compositing your image with someone 
else’s, and it’s no longer yours, the image becomes an unacknowl-
edged collaboration.  I’m very much about the integrity of my work.

The Letter And The Suitcase/The End



Pluto



What are some of your biggest influences in your work?

I’m influenced by internal things like loss, pain, love, and joy, and 
I look for what I’m feeling on any given day out in the world so 
I can shoot it and make it real and communicate it to someone 
else.  I’m influenced by music, by my beautiful daughter, and by my 
husband as both an artist and a person.  I’m very much influenced 
by the larger photography community as well, and even though 
we don’t always realize it right away when it’s happening, I find 
strange synergies among images on photo websites taken by dis-
parate photographers thousands of miles and sometimes years 
apart.

The 57 Thunderbird at The Whistle Stop Cafe/We Did Not Have Pie



Monday/Dirty Skies/Dreams of Yoiu

The Desert/Where Nothing 
Grows and Everything Burns



What can you tell us about your misfits images? Where did you find 
the misfits? How do you come up with the different scenes?

Ah, the Misfits.  My mother has been an antique lover all her life, 
and, as a child, I had a few “frozen Charlottes,” little dolls made 
around the turn of the century, mostly in Japan.  As an adult, I 
continue to love antique toys, and it was actually my husband who 
first posed the doll now known as Side Eye with a tiny Tootsie Toy 
dresser from the 1930’s and took her picture.  I was feeling a little 
insecure that day, and somehow coined her a “misfit.”  We were 
immediately stunned by the change in the dolls’ expressions when 
we shot them in different contexts, and it built from there.  I had 
a few other dolls, and I acquired a few from my mom, and found a 
few in antique stores, and my desire to tell stories just worked so 
well with the dolls and settings I had.  I was sick often with asthma 
as a child, and watched daytime soap operas in the hospital, and 
the night time soaps of the 80’s like Dynasty, and I loved meshing 
my own personality and history, and those of people I’ve known, 
with the dolls and toys and the crazy story lines possible in soap 
operas.  I don’t really write their stories, they do.  Once the story 
arcs and personalities were in place (or should I say, revealed), 
the Misfits tell me what to shoot.  And I don’t mean that in a crazy 
way.  It just comes to me.

I love a lot of your titles, are these thoughts that pop into your head 
when your viewing the photographs? My favorite is The 57 Thunder-
bird At The Whistle Stop Cafe/We Did Not Have Pie...this sounds like 
it could be a Tom Waits song. Do you Like Tom Waits?

I’m so flattered you said that!  Art is a dialogue, I’m asking 
questions or making statements about myself through my work, 
and when you’re moved by something I do, it means you’re in turn 
looking inward when you view it, despite the illusion that you’re 
looking at me.  The words I attach to my images are just the verbal-

ization of where on my emotional landscape the image takes me, 
why I shot it, why I chose it, when I uploaded it, why it speaks



Where Do You Think You’re Going/That’s My Dress/
Why Are You Smoking

Is This an Art Installation or a Warning



to me.  As for Tom Waits, I am peripherally aware that Tom Waits is 
a genius, but unfortunately I’ve only been exposed to him peripher-
ally in terms of other people liking him, people I ended up not liking, 
and thus I never explored his work. I hope someday to outgrow my 
childish boycott of Tom and perhaps this will be the catalyst.

Do You Have an artists statement?

I do.  My work is an attempt to create something outside of myself 
that will serve as a map to my emotional landscape--and in so 
doing, create for the viewer an inquiry into the nature of his own. 
Thus, art requires a human to human interaction of a spiritual na-
ture. Thank you for allowing me to thus engage you, Ryan

Tell us about the viewfinder photographs? How do you create them?

Well, these images were shot through old, medium format twin lens 
reflex cameras like the Kodak Duaflex, the Argus 75, and the 
Anscoflex--these are our go-to cameras for this type of im-
age.  These cameras were designed to be held at the waist, and the 
image was composed by looking down at a chubby square of glass 
on the top of the camera, usually with a hood, that used a mirror to 
reflect what was going on in front of the camera.  The point of this 
was to keep the mirror out of the way of the lens, which was be-
low the viewfinder on the front of the camera.  These cameras can 
be used to shoot 120 film, but the resulting image is very different 
from what is seen on the viewfinder when composing a shot.  THIS 
image is square and slightly distorted and “dirty” from the dust 
and grime that’s accumulated on the mirror and inside the camera 
over time.  It’s a beautiful, fun image. So, you take a Pringles can

and cut off the bottom, and slip it down over the “hood” that most 
of these cameras featured to shield the viewfinder from sunlight 
so you could see what you were doing.  You take your DSLR camera 
and point it down at the Pringles can and stick the lens into the 
other end of the can.  You’re going to take a digital picture of the 

viewfinder itself, and the can is to block out



ambient light from ruining the image.  The world looks very beauti-
ful, although mirror-reversed, through this apparatus.  The result-
ing images have an antique quality that can’t be beat.  You crop 
them down to squares, preserving the black chubby “frame,” and 
using editing software to “flip” them if there are words or back-
wards things, and voila!  Antique image.  TTV/through-the-view-
finder photography is really fun and cheap.  The antique cameras 
can be had for under $20 on eBay or at antique stores.  Who cares if 
they’re broken, as long as the viewfinder’s intact?

The rusty Old American Dream



Website or contact information

http://twinfocus.carbonmade.com/ 
http://jpgmag.com/people/Jenipher 
2winfocus@gmail.com

The teller, The cover



What Was I to You

Take Me 
With You

photography copywritten by jen bellefleur



The Winter 
   Blues

floyd

frozen openess. holga 120n. 120mm fuji film



I refuse to let Winter get me down this year, 
I actually like the seasons. I don’t complain 
about the weather unless it’s 1am and it’s 
still 95 degree with 90% humidity outside...
and of course we don’t have air condition-
ing, but the freezing temperatures of winter 
in Toledo kind of make it difficult to take 
out expensive cameras for a shooting session 
that lasts more than a few minutes. I hate 
bringing my dSLR out into the extreme cold, 
or my Holga with the all plastic body, for 
fear of something breaking. Even if the cam-
era can withstand the cold, what if I can’t, 
and I bite it on some icy patch, cracking my 
camera on my ribs as I smack onto the fro-
zen ground...to me it really isn’t worth it. 
Therefore, at times, I go a bit stir crazy. 
my cameras and the creative forces that I 
have formed with them often turn into an awk-
ward relationship. They look at me as they 
sit there in their basket that I keep them 
in, and I look back at them all of us not 
sure as to what to do with each other,trying 
to figure out how to keep the creative juices 
flowing. The air smells like a bit of sadness 
throughout the month of January when tempera-
tures remain pretty frigid here by the Great 
Lakes.



I have managed to to get some good work in 
though over the winter months. Whether it be 
gifted to me by a fluke warm spell or that 
I just get tired of idleness and brave the 
cold praying that nothing breaks. Much of my 
winter photography focus  revolves around my 
dog, Japhy, who loves the snow, and the deso-
late landscape that can be found around Tole-
do.  However, this winter I have been having 
some great luck working in a poor man’s photo 
studio, using $5.00 clip on work lights from 
home depot to shoot with. The following work 
below is a collection of my favorite winter 
work that I have completed.

snow dog 1. fuji finepix s5200



snow dog 4. fuji finepix s5200

snow dog 2. fuji finepix s5200



let me in i’m cold. holga 120n. 120mm fuji film





snow dog 3. fuji finepix s5200



snow dog 5. fuji finepix s5200



frozen maumee bay is not so inviting
         holga 120n. 120mm fuji film



Sometimes you got to find some inspira-
tion indoors..like playing wth fire...

flame 5.sony alpha350 dslr



flame 1. sony alpha350 dslr

flame 7. sony alpha350 dslr



or having some tea

tea mug. sony alpha350 dslr



tea mugs 2.
sony alpha350 dslr

tea mugs 3. sony alplha350 dslr



the sun is always appreciated 
here in toledo flying with the frisbee. holga 120.

fuji 120mm film



winter woodpile.
holga 120n.
fuji 120mm film



T-Town
I was able to get some shots of downtown 

Toledo this year before the weather got 

too bad. Toledo has a nice

cold wind downtown that makes me findfifi

fifi myself looking through my viewfinder 

through and eyefull to tears that are 

streaming down my face. These few shots 

were taken during my last longboard ride 

of the year, while the temperature was still 

in the 40’s. I do a lot of my urban shooting 

using the aid of either my longboard or my 

bike.  Not only is it cheap transportation 

but it keeps me balanced, especially after 

hours of sitting in front of a computer edit-

ing or doing page layouts.  

by ryan warner



downtown toledo. vivitar 35mm.
               fuji 35mm film.





machines. vivitar 35mm. fuji 120mm film.



november toledo. vivitar 35mm. fuji 35mm film.





buildings. vivitar 35mm.
fuji 35mm film.



self-portraits

Normally I am not one for taking self-portraits. Up untill the past month 
or so I have probably only taken 3 or 4 self-portraits that I can think of. I 
don’t like having my picture taking, i don’t like trying to muster up a fake 
smile and posing for the camera. However I have been trying to work on 
a few ideas that I have bouncing around in my head pertaining to the 
print advertisement, high contrast lighting, and the attempt to capture
extreme detail.. It is much easier to get all of the equipment and have 

myself pose than it is to get my dog, or one of the cats, to do my dirty 
work for me. Besides my dog Japhy is much too busy these days to be 

bothered with being my photography guinea pig. If he’s not busy 
plaing frisbee he has got his paws full being the head editor of this 

magazine.. Like I mentioned above the next three photographs were an 
attempt to see how I would handle advertising work for some company.. 
This is work that is pre-planned and is combined with fonts. This work 

may develope more into something bigger, but for now this is all it is. The 
last self-portrait I shot is to be used for various blogs or to be used for 

anything creative based that requires a photography of myself. This was 
all nature lighting from a rare glimpse of morning sun that came through 

our dining room window where I work..

by ryan warner



music. sony alpha350 dslr.





banjo pickin’.sony alpha350 dslr.



meditation. sony alpha350.dslr



all work copy-
written by 
ryan warner

self-portrait sunday morning.
sony alpha250.dslr



Charles Bukowski

“Hanky Panky”











Sounds: what we’ve been     listening to              
Here’s a short 
list            of sttuf 
that’s grabbed our 
attention, been 
playing on our 
mp3 players, and 
stuff that we feel 
should be men-
tioned.

click the links 



Dexter Gordon. I got a few alubms from a buddy of mine recently...this is one 
hell of a sax player from back in the beebop day. He is regarded as one of 
the most influential and iconic figures in Jazz. Definitely a good choice
if you like beebop jazz. http://www.dextergordon.com/

The Low Anthem. One of my favorite finds in the past year. Oh My God 
Charlie Darwin is one of my most played albums and I am eagerly awaiting 
to hear their new album which just came out Feb. 22nd. Indi-folk goodness!
http://www.lowanthem.com/

Tom Waits. Frank’s Wild Years. An all time classic experimental album. 
Wierdness the way only Tom can bring it to us. Put this album on at a party
the next time you want to weed out the top 40 bubblegum crowd. 
http://www.tomwaits.com/

Nomo. Great Afro-Beat Jazz from Ann Arbor Michigan. This band gets me 
through late night work sessions and long drives...especially long drives in 
the middle of the night. http://www.nomomusic.com/

Foals. I think if you crossed the bands James with The Cure, and  The Talk-
ing Heads they would give birth to Foals. Lots of great textures that you can 
dance to. Check out the album Total Life Forever.
http://www.foals.co.uk/

Fruit Bats. Push play and just let it play....dance around the house, drive your car to 
an unkown land, lay back and just close your eyes, get drunk with your friends...heck 
get drunk with your enemies. The perfect album for so many ocassions. Great musi-
cianship on this album, The Ruminant Band.
http://www.fruitbatsmusic.com/fruitbatsmusic.com/index.html

Sounds: what we’ve been     listening to              



Taste
Floyd’s Baja Chicken Wrap
(serves 2)

two chicken breasts
two pita wraps or tortillia wraps
handful of chopped lettuce
half onion diced
1 tomato diced
chedder cheese
ranch dressing
1 lime
cajun seasoning

1.) chop up all of the veggies and put to the side
2.) either grill or pan cook the chicken till done. while cooking, squeeze 
half of the lime on each breast of chicken and sprinkle with cajun 
seasoning. 
3.) when chicken is cooked, lay in wrap with chedder cheese, and 
ranch dressing. add desired amount of veggies to it. wrap it up and 
eat it. 



Taste
Floyd’s Barley Soup
(serves 4-6)

This soup is always improved when i cook it. there is no 
correct recipe to this soup..or a wrong version.

1 cup or more barley (i tend to use a lot)
1-3 garlic cloves
1/2 cup rice
2 32oz.chicken stock (beef can also be used)
2-3 cayenne peppers 
1-2 bay leaves
1 tsb oregano
various veggies (carrots, spinach, onion, brussel sprouts, 
be 
      creative
tofu if desired (pre-cook in pan first)

1.) add all ingrediants in a deep stock pot cook on med-high 
stirring on occassion.
2.) bring to a boil and then reduce heat to a simmer. stir. don't let 
food get stuck to the bottom of the pan. 
3.) The soup is ready when the barely and rice are tender. Both 
grains will expand so you may want to add water towards the 
end if you find that you are running out of liquid. I normally make 
mine pretty thick and hearty. 
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left out in the cold



It is the middle of winter in toledo, ohio. January to be exact, and 
things were not pretty. snow has covered the ground for more 
than a month already and the sun is rarely around anymore 
these days..got better things to do i guess. roughly a month 
after the holidays and after all the festivities are over, we re 
just left in the dead of winter, broke, and feeling a bit over-
whelmed.



 
 snow has been   
falling all day....
big flakes gather-
ing on the ground 
in quantitiy. another 
day with no sun...an-
other day to stay 
inside all day and 
get some work done, 
maybe actually get 
a song finished. that 
skill seems to have 
left with the sun 
aswell...instead i was
out in it. 

 
 well not quite outside, but   
in a bar tucked just down 
the road from downtown.
beer was the only reason
 i was out today...too many
 grey days of being inside..
too much lack of sun...too
much greed and injustice, 
and revolt and oppres-
sion,....too much world news.
too much lack of money 
too many days trapped in 
the house. Guiness was the 
only thing that i wanted at 
this moment. the dawn of 
these next few hours, all i 
wanted was a guniess....
relax...and get drunk...let 
the day go by. get back 
to basics....iron the mind in 
an empty bar with a killer 
jukebox........



i found salvation in my suroundings, the jukebox. the guiness....
and now a little whiskey. i was feeling the knots in my shoulders 
start to melt and i was even starting to start taking notes on 
some photography. i was right on schedule for an ol’ 
fashion creative work session that would end in a high bar tab 
and probably result in more than a headache in the morning....
until the news came on the tv...well and then those knots came 
back....and i started drinking more whiskey.

more killing in Afghanastan

south korea and north korea fighting 

the war on terror

more corporate greed  

suicide attack

government  corruption 

human trafficing



south korea and north korea fighting 

the news
was over 
when i left 
the bar and 
much was 
drunk...my 
mind was
racing....not 
the drunk  
spinning, but
spinning from 
hundreds of
video images
of thoughts
and fears 
being dumped 
into my mind
with all 
filters off. 
the world 
was a heavy 
place today 
on this
january day...
now night.
now i had to 
attempt to 
make it home
to try to 
bury my 
mind into the
foam padding
of my 
headphones.



conditions were not
good for traveling
these days....especially
for the lucid....frigidness
was all around....but 
i was a professional.

i began a very blurry walk home....



I didn’t get far....i remember hitting hard....real hard on the 
ground...harder than i have ever felt before in my life....so 
hard that i’m not sure if someone else hit me..if i was struck 
by a force of energy from the sky...shot by a passerby alien 
war vessel, or if i just drunk slipped and went down far the 
count. by anymeans this is all that i remember of the ending 
of my life...my last thoughts....or for that matter my first  
impression on a group of people. i never was good at some 
particulers...the beginnings or the endings...everything else
has just kind of been a blur.

o



 it was early evening and the gang had assembled for their 
 nightly march to the bars that they hung out at. the city
 was their playground....a rare breed of outcasts, creatives,
 ex addicts, and free thinkers...they became best friends in this
 city years ago..long after their family had left them. they 
 were family now. 



he’s gonna die if we leave him out 
here in this weather. i wonder 
what happened to  him...smells 
like he’s been swimming in a 
distilliry though. drenched in      
     whiskey. 

what 
the 
heck!!!



Hey I think he is 
starting to wake 
up....
or throw up....

what the hell?...
Who are you?
What happened?
oh...my head...
 
raallllpppphh!!



    next issue
       chapter 2;;

    welcome to
     your new 

        reality
   story by renaldo sanzabar

   artwork by ryan warner
                     and
                  Nicole warner
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